[Intercentral reticulo-cortical relations of brain electrical activity during "animal hypnosis" in rabbits].
The electrical activity of the right and left sensorimotor and premotor cortical areas and right and left medulary reticular formation was recorded during "animal hypnosis" in rabbits. In this state, the spectral power of potentials (predominantly, in the delta-range) recorded from the left reticular formation was higher than that recorded from the right side. The value of the function of coherence between the right and left reticular recordings was decreased to 0.1-0.2 in the whole frequency range. The tight-side intrahemispheric coherence between the activities recorded from the sensorimotor cortex and reticular formation was higher than respective left-side values, whereas the coherent relations between the activities recorded from the reticular formation and premotor cortex were not changed (as compared to nonhypnotic state).